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Academic Journals 101

■ Where academic subfield debates/conversations live

■ Online, Print, Both

■ Peer reviewed vs. Editorially reviewed

■ Author fees differ (color figures, open access, etc.)

■ Open access vs. pay wall



CHOOSING A JOURNAL



Choosing your Journal

■ Things you need to consider:
1. Journal fit: Where does your contribution need to be heard/read

a) Your interlocutors publications
b) Aims and Scope of Journal

2. Journal’s Impact factor
3. Preferred published material of the journal (theoretical/conceptual vs. 

empirical)



Part 1: Journal Fit

■ Where does your work most need to be read?

■ Consider:
a) Your interlocutors publications
b) Aims and Scope of Journal



Choosing your Journal: Interlocutor 
Publications

– In looking for a journal, the first thing you should be doing is looking at your
literature review and considering what articles you have been citing. Think 
about:
■ What work is closest to your project?
■ Who is asking similar questions as you?
■ Whose work are you building on or disagreeing with?

– Look at where this work has been published!



Choosing your Journal: Interlocutor 
Publications
■ For example, for one of my 

dissertation chapters I heavily cited 
Carruthers (2007) as I was 
expanding his theory of borderland 
environmental justice. 

■ Since I noted that this piece was 
published in Environmental Politics, and 
that journal also had other important
articles on border environmental justice, I 
decided to aim for this journal.



Choosing your Journal: Journal Aims
and Scope

§ You can find the aims and 
scope of your journal on the 
journal’s website. 



Choosing your Journal: Journal Aims 
and Scope
§ Read through the aims 

and scope and see if 
there seems to be a 
good fit with your work.

§ Since my work was
looking at the role that
social movements play 
in influencing 
transnational 
environmental politics, 
I decided this would 
definitely fit my work.



Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor

2. Journal’s Impact Factor

– The impact factor or journal impact factor of an academic journal is a scientometric
index that reflects the yearly average number of citations that articles published in 
the last two years in a given journal received.

– There is a lot of debate about how useful these factors are, but for some 
fields/academic departments they are important so you could consider this. 

– I personally don’t believe, however, that the impact factor is more important than 
making sure your work is contributing to the appropriate academic conversation. 



Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor

https://www.scimagojr.com/

How to determine your journal’s impact factor? 
Answer #1 SJR

https://www.scimagojr.com/


Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor



Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor

Journal Citations Reports

How to determine your journal’s impact factor? 
Answer #2 Journal Citations Reports

https://jcr-clarivate-com.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/JCRLandingPageAction.action?Init=Yes&SrcApp=IC2LS&SID=H3-uuUQC6Dp9qNTgb4Px2B5gOx2B3A0TZctyOcw-18x2dvPegEsOC6XwPrQKQ8eH2vwx3Dx3DJIfdZGE43dTvK6XNIkxxcOQx3Dx3D-03Ff2gF3hTJGBPDScD1wSwx3Dx3D-cLUx2FoETAVeN3rTSMreq46gx3Dx3D


Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor

https://jcr-clarivate-
com.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/JCRLandingPageAction.action?Init
=Yes&SrcApp=IC2LS&SID=H3-
uuUQC6Dp9qNTgb4Px2B5gOx2B3A0TZctyOcw-
18x2dvPegEsOC6XwPrQKQ8eH2vwx3Dx3DJIfdZGE43dTvK6X
NIkxxcOQx3Dx3D-03Ff2gF3hTJGBPDScD1wSwx3Dx3D-
cLUx2FoETAVeN3rTSMreq46gx3Dx3D#



Choosing your Journal: Impact Factor

https://jcr-clarivate-
com.libaccess.sjlibrary.org/JCRLandingPageAction.action?Init
=Yes&SrcAp=IC2LS&SID=H3-
uuUQC6Dp9qNTgb4Px2B5gOx2B3A0TZctyOcw-
18x2dvPegEsOC6XwPrQKQ8eH2vwx3Dx3DJIfdZGE43dTvK6X
NIkxxcOQx3Dx3D-03Ff2gF3hTJGBPDScD1wSwx3Dx3D-
cLUx2FoETAVeN3rTSMreq46gx3Dx3D#

How to determine your journal’s impact factor? 
Answer #3 The Journal Website



Choosing your Journal: Type of Material
you want to Publish

§ You will usually find the 
information on the types of 
papers they publish in the 
“Instructions for authors” 
section of the journal’s 
website. Sometimes this 
section is a PDF.



Choosing your Journal: Type of Material 
you want to Publish
§ For your thesis, you will be 

writing a Research Article, 
but in the future you might 
want to build up your 
publication record with other 
types of publications such as 
book reviews, review articles 
on a particular subfield, etc.

§ If your research is a case
study, some journals will
have specifications on this. 

§ Journals differ on which type
of articles they will publish, 
so keep this in mind.



PREPARING YOUR 
MANUSCRIPT



Prepare your manuscript

■ The manuscript will generally have these sections:
– Title, abstract, keywords
– Introduction
– Methods
– Literature Review
– Results
– Discussion/Conclusion



Prepare your manuscript

■ Each journal will have
their own set of required 
sections and citation 
styles.

■ Some have “format-
free” submissions, like 
Environmental Politics.



Prepare your manuscript
■ Each journal will have 

word or page limits.

■ These limits can vary by A 
LOT. For example, 
Environmental Politics
has an 8,000 word limit 
including references 
while the Journal of 
Borderlands Studies has 
a 30 page limit.

■ Also note that some
journals might require 
specific writing STYLES 
like first person 
constructions.



Activity #1: Find the differences

■ With a partner, find at least two differences in expectations for authors in the 
following journals:

– Environmental Politics
– Landscape and Urban Planning
– Environmental Education
– Nature Climate Change
– Society and Natural Resources

https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=fenp20
https://www.elsevier.com/journals/landscape-and-urban-planning/0169-2046/guide-for-authors
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=vjee20
https://www.nature.com/nclimate/for-authors/preparing-your-submission
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=usnr20


SUBMITTING YOUR 
MANUSCRIPT



Submitting your manuscript

■ Once you have prepared your manuscript the other things you will need to worry
about are:

– Cover Letter
– Suggested referees



Submitting your manuscript: Cover 
Letter
■ Cover Letter should include:

– Brief overview of your research objective and findings
– Contribution to the journal/fit with the journal’s audience
– Confirmation of original work
– Suggested reviewers



Submitting your manuscript: Cover Letter

Brief overview of research

Contribution to the journal/fit
with the journal’s audience

Relevant works to your research 
journal has published

Confirmation of original work



Submitting your manuscript: Cover Letter

Suggested reviewers

Confidentiality statement



THESIS FORMATTING 
FOR JOURNAL ARTICLE



1. Choose a Model Article

■ If you wish to format your thesis as an Academic Journal Article, working with 
your thesis chair, find an article in an academic journal that is similar to your 
thesis topic and scope.

■ This will likely be an article you have cited in your literature review.
■ Read the Author Guidelines for that journal.
■ Compare your selected article to the Author Guidelines.

– Articles do NOT always follow the rules in Author Guidelines.

* Make sure to find an article that matches the article’s current author 
guidelines to prevent any issues*



1. Choose a Model Article

■ When you turn in the thesis, you will have to provide a link to the 
specific model article and Author Guidelines you used on this thesis 
information form [PDF], to guide reviewers.

■ Format your thesis exactly in the same manner as your 
selected article (See example below). Note:
✓ the heading style,
✓ the way that figures and tables are set out, and
✓ the citation and reference style. 

https://www.sjsu.edu/cgs/docs/Thesis-and-Dissertation/ThesisForms/Thesis-Dissertation%20Information%20Form-%20Updated%2010-12-2020.pdf
https://www.sjsu.edu/envs/graduate/academic_journal_formatting_guidelines_for_thesis/


2. Thesis Sections
■ All theses must include standard Front Pages formatted as described in the SJSU Thesis 

Guidelines [PDF], including:
– Title Page
– Copyright Page
– Thesis/Dissertation Committee Page
– Abstract (This Abstract must conform to the SJSU Thesis Guidelines [PDF]).
– Acknowledgments (optional)
– List of Tables
– List of Figures
– List of Abbreviations (optional)

■ Then, you will include THREE SECTIONS:
– Introduction with literature review 
– Full Journal-ready Article 
– Conclusion

https://www.sjsu.edu/cgs/docs/Thesis-and-Dissertation/ThesisForms/2017_Thesis_Guidelines.pdf
https://www.sjsu.edu/cgs/docs/Thesis-and-Dissertation/ThesisForms/2017_Thesis_Guidelines.pdf


3. Thesis Formatting

■ All margins must follow Graduate Studies’ rules, regardless of journal specifications.

■ Line spacing must be either single or double-spaced. No fractions are permitted.

■ Double column layouts overall are not permitted.

■ Figures and tables must be inserted in the text shortly after their citation, but after 
the end of the paragraph (even if journal Author Guidelines specify that figures be 
placed at the end of the manuscript).

■ Do not use endnotes. If a journal you have selected uses footnotes, you may utilize 
them (you will need to document this in your article).



For examples, detailed information:

https://www.sjsu.edu/envs/graduate/academic_journal_formatting_guidelines_for_the
sis/

https://www.sjsu.edu/envs/graduate/academic_journal_formatting_guidelines_for_thesis/

